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ABSTRACT 

Stearn property evaluations may represent a significant portion 

of the computing time necessary for power system simulations. The itera

tive nature of the solutions for heat transfer and kinetic equations 

often requires thousands of stearn property evaluations during the execu

tion of a single program. Considerable savings may be realized by 

simplification of property evaluations. 

Empirical equations have been obtained for the thermodynamic 

properties of water in the region of interest. To maintain thermodynamic 

consistency, the compressibility factor Z, in terms of pressure and 

temperature, was obtained by curve fitting, and the enthalpy, entropy, 

and internal energy were derived by standard relationships. Formulations 

for heat capacity, saturation temperature as a function of saturation 

pressure, the specific volume of saturated water as a function of satura

tion pressure, and specific volume of saturated water as a function of 

the saturation temperature were determined by curve fitting of indepen

dent equations. Derivatives were obtained by differentiation of the 

appropriate formulations. 

Evaporator and superheater components of a liquid metal fast 

breeder reactor power plant simulator were chosen as test cases for the 

empirical representations. Results obtained using the empirical equa

tions were comparable to those obtained using tabular values, but signifi

cant savings in computational costs were realized. Execution time for the 

vi 



vii 

evaporator program with the empirical forms was approximately 27 percent 

less than for the program with tables. Execution time for the super

heater program was approximately 23 percent less. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Simulations involving steam power systems have become so complex 

that thousands of steam property evaluations are often necessary during 

the execution of a single program. Much of this complexity is due to 

the iterative nature of the solutions for heat transfer and kinetic 

equations. For a simulation the system may be divided into a large 

number of segments or, in the dynamic situation, into a large number of 

time steps, each requiring a number of iterations and corresponding 

property evaluations. The evaluation of the steam properties may repre

sent a significant portion of the computing time necessary for the 

simulation. Therefore, any simplification in property evaluation could 

result in considerable savings. 

Any scheme chosen to represent thermodynamic properties must have 

acceptable accuracy, be economical, give smooth values, employ convenient 

independent variables, be easy to compute, and require a minimum of 

switching from one formulation to another in the various regions of 

interest. Several methods are presently used. One of the simpler 

methods is table look-up. This method requires the storage of a large 

number of points in a regular grid and an interpolation scheme to obtain 

interstitial values. Often the properties are simply entered for a given 

range and the tables called whenever a value is needed. Discontinuities 

are a problem with this method. 

1 
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In a more sophisticated approach, the properties are evaluated 

for a certain region or "window" (Campbell and Jenner, 1980) in an 

independent variable plane. An interpolation scheme is used to obtain 

the required value from the stored values. If a value is required which 

lies outside the window, the reference formulation is used. To maintain 

continuity at the boundaries of the window, a "blending" technique is 

used between the tabulated results and the reference formulation 

(Campbell and Jenner, 1980). This method again requires extensive 

computer storage. The reference formulation may also be very complex 

and, consequently, expensive to run. Some reference formulations have 

the additional drawback of requiring subregions with corresponding 

formulations in each region. These formulations are not necessarily 

continuous across the boundaries. The 1967 IFC Industrial Formulation 

has six subregions (Meyer et al., 1967). The Keenan, Keyes, Hill, and 

Moore formulation (Keenan et al., 1969) does not have the limitation of 

subregions, but it does have some difficulty in representing saturation 

line data. The Pollak 1976 formulation does not exhibit the problem 

with saturation data nor does it require subregions (Campbell and Jenner, 

1980; Sato, Uematsu, and Watanabe, 1980). However, the formulation is 

complex and the evaluations require a large amount of computer time. 

Cubic and bicubic splines are also used to compute the required 

thermodynamic properties. The cubic spline is often used when the 

functional form of the equations is not known but experimentally deter

mined data pairs are available. If a set of data points is available, 

the functions may be approximated in the given intervals by cubic 
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polynomials. To maintain smoothness, the first and second derivatives 

must be continuous at the end point ("knot") for adjacent intervals. In 

the case of two independent variables, bicubic splines are used over a 

rectangular domain. Since the saturation line represents a curved 

boundary, a transformation must be made and curved parts mapped onto 

rectangles. The knots and coefficients for the polynomials need to be 

calculated only once (Caldwell and Spragg, 1977). Although cubic and 

bicubic splines give an accurate and relatively fast method for computing 

thermodynamic properties, they still do not offer the flexibility 

necessary in dynamic studies. 

A less expensive and more flexible alternative is to determine 

approximate curve fits for the required properties over a region of 

interest. Some accuracy may be sacrificed for ease of calculati,m and 

computational economy. Curve fitting often requires extensive effort to 

determine the appropriate empirical equations, but it does save consider

able computer time in the actual calculation of the properties. Often 

independent curve fits are found for the different properties and regions 

required. For ease of computation and to decrease the possibility of 

discontinuities, the number of regions should be kept to a minimum. 

Ideally one equation would suffice for the entire region of interest. 

To maintain thermodynamic consistency, it is desirable to deter

mine an empirical representation for a given property in terms of the 

selected independent variables and then to use this representation to de

rive the other thermodynamic variables. In this work the compressibility 

factor Z, in terms of temperature and pressure, was chosen as the basic 



property and, along with a simple form for the zero pressure heat 

capacity, was used to derive enthalpy, entropy, internal energy, and 

heat capacity by using standard thermodynamic relationships. More com

plex expressions for the zero pressure heat capacity did not yield any 

improvement in the detived properties. 

4 

Several expressions gave satisfactory results for the compressi

bility and the derived enthalpy, entropy, and internal energy equations. 

However, the heat capacity proved to be quite troublesome, especially in 

representing saturation line data at higher pressures. It was decided 

that a separate empirical formula might be required to represent the 

heat capacity because of its anomalous behavior, especially near the 

critical region. 

After each separate empirical formula for heat capacity was 

derived, it was used as a starting point, and a new expression was de

rived for compressibility which in turn was used to derive the other 

properties. Several expressions gave reasonable results for the heat 

capacity, although the errors in representing the heat capacity were 

uniformly larger than those encountered for the compressibility and the 

other derived thermodynamic properties. This approach proved unsuccess

ful since in every case the expressions derived from the new compressi

bility did not yield satisfactory results for the enthalpy, entropy, and 

internal energy equations. 

As a further check, the best independently derived heat capacity 

equation was combined with each of two different compressibility equations 

to derive a pair of equations for each of the other properties. It was 

decided to adopt the equations derived from the compressibility alone 
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because they are far simpler than the combined forms and the results are 

almost identical. It was also decided that a separate heat capacity 

representation would be used. 

Independent forms were also determined for the saturation 

temperature as a function of saturation pressure, the specific volume of 

saturated water as a function of saturation pressure, and specific volume 

of saturated water as a function of the saturation temperature. Deriva

tives were obtained by differentiation of the independent forms or the 

appropriate equations derived from the compressibility. 

Although the independent variables throughout most of this work 

are pressure and temperature, it is sometimes advantageous to use 

enthalpy as one of the independent variables. It was decided that it 

would be preferable to obtain additional forms by curve fitting rather 

than solve the previously obtained equations iteratively. A function 

was determined for the saturation temperature in terms of the fluid 

enthalpy. An expression for temperature in the superheat region as a 

function of pressure and enthalpy (Agrawal, 1978) considerably in

creases the flexibility of the previously derived and independently 

determined equations. Since the temperature can be calculated fairly 

simply, the independent variables for many of the equations can now be 

either pressure and temperature or pressure and enthalpy. The feasi

bility of using this method was checked by comparing the equation for 

the volume of the gas derived from the compressibility and an indepen

dently determined form (Agrawal, 1978) in terms of pressure and 



enthalpy. The independently determined equation gives only slightly 

better results than the derived form. 

6 

Chapter 2 contains methods for the derivation of the empirical 

equations, the ranges of applicability, and comparisons with literature 

values. Two examples of the application of the derived equations are 

given in Chapter 3. Execution times for programs utilizing the empirical 

equations and those using tabular values are also compared in Chapter 3. 



CHAPTER 2 

EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR PROPERTIES OF STEAM AND WATER 

A nonlinear least squares program BMDX 85 (Sampson, 1964) was 

used to obtain the parameters for the various specified functions by 

stepwise Gauss-Newton iterations. The equations described in this 

chapter are the ones used in the simulations in Chapter 3. Unless other-

wise noted, the range of applicability is 1 bar to 150 bars and 373.15 K 

to 873.15 K in the superheat region, and 1 bar (372.78 K) to 160 bars 

(620.47 K) on the saturation line. Temperature (T) is given in K, 

pressure (P) in bars, specific volume (v) in cm 3/g, enthalpy (h) and 

internal energy (U) in Jig, and entropy (s) and heat capacity (Cp) in 

Jig K. The comparisons between calculated and reference values are given 

as relative percent differenc~s and are for the ranges given above. Addi-

tional formulations, ranges, and descriptions may be found in Appendix A. 

where 

2-1 The Compressibility Factor Z 

The compressibility is given by 

Zd~3 ~ 
+ T +~ 

Z = 1.0001 
o 

Zl = -5.3391 

7 

(2.1 ) 
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z2 = 6 .1322xlO- 3 

:':3 = -7.496lxlO 1 

z4 = 2.5547xlO- 1 

Zs = -2.0580xlO- 4 

z6 = -8.90l0xlO- 3 

z7 = 4.3505xlO- 6 

za = 6.1847 

Zg = -1.4715xlO3 

The differences between the compressibilities calculated by using 

the given equation and those obtained by using tabulated volumes 

(Schmidt, 1969) in the well-known relationship, Z=Pv/RT, are less than or 

equal to 1.5%. Generally the differences are less than 1.0%. 

2-2 Zero Pressure Heat Capacity 

Parameters for the commonly-used form for heat capacity at zero 

pressure were determined along the zero pressure isobar in the range 

373.15 K to 773.15 K. The zero pressure heat capacity is given by 

where 

Cl = 1. 7524 

c2 = 2.4936xlO- 4 

c3 = 3.0978xlO- 7 

(2.2) 

The differences between the calculated and tabulated values 

(Schmidt, 1969) are less than 0.4% in the range 373.15 K to 873.15 K at 

zero pressure. 



2-3 Saturation Temperature as a Function 
of Saturation Pressure 

The saturation temperature is given by 

T sat 

9 

~ + 1 
p'Z 

(2.3) 

where 

Xl = 3.5653x10z 

Xz = -2.0611 

x3 = 5.7064x10- 3 

x4 = -1. 0110x10- 5 

Xs = 2.1841 

x6 = -9,9885x10- 3 

x7 = 2.5304x10- s 

Xs = 3.8845x10 1 

x9 = -2.2420x10 1 

When compared to tabulated values (Bain, 1964; Keenan et a1., 

1969) the calculated saturation temperatures differ by less than 0.5% 

over the entire saturation line. 

2-4 Gas Volume and Derivatives 

The volume was derived by using Eq. (2.1) and the relationship 

ZRT 
v = -P-

where R = 4.619 bar cm3jg K. 
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The volume is given by 

za P2 Z9P2 ) 
+ T + T2 (2.4) 

The differences between the calculated and tabulated volumes 

(Schmidt, 1969) in the superheat region are less than or equal to 1.5%. 

A line in the surface, the saturation line, was checked by 

entering a saturation pressure, calculating the corresponding saturation 

temperature using Eq. (2.3), and then calculating the saturation gas 

volume by using Eq. (2.4). The differences between the calculated gas 

volumes and the tabulated values on the saturation line (Keenan et a1., 

1969) are less than 1.5%. 

The total derivative of the saturated gas volume was obtained by 

using the derivatives of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) and the following re1ation-

ship: 

Compared to values calculated by the finite difference method, 

the disagreement is less than 2.5%. The values obtained in both cases 

are smooth. 

2-5 Enthalpy of the Vapor 

The enthalpy was derived by using the following relationships: 

dh = CpdT + [V-T (if\] dP 
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The zero pressure heat capacity, Cpo, is given by Eq. (2.2), and tte 

volume and partial derivatives are obtained from section 2-4. The 

triple point was chosen as the reference point and the values set as 

follow: 

Tl = 273.16 K 

PI = 0.006113 bars 

hI = 2501.3 Jig 

The enthalpy equation is 

(2.5) 

where Rl = 0.4619 Jig K. 

The maximum difference between tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and 

calculated values is 2.3% and occurs at 873.15 K and 150 bars. Generally 

the differences are less than 2.0%. On the saturation line, the differ-

ences are equal to or less than 2.0%, whether given temperatures and 

pressures are used or the saturation temperature is calculated for the 

given saturation pressure by Eq. (2.3). 
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The total derivative for enthalpy with respect to pressure on 

the saturation line was obtained by taking the partial derivatives of 

Eq. (2.5) for enthalpy and the total derivative of Eq. (2.3) for temper-

ature and applying the following relationship: 

The calculated values for [~~]sat differ by orders of magnitude 

from those obtained by the finite difference method when the enthalpy 

values vary quite slowly over a range. When the variation is essentially 

zero any small difference between calculated and tabulated values results 

in a very large relative percent error. McClintock and Silvestri (1968) 

also warn that if finite difference techniques are applied in too small 

an interval, errors may result. The comparison is still useful in show-

ing that the derived equation yields smoothly varying values, while the 

straight line interpolation finite difference method shows oscillations 

. [dH] 
l.n dP sat' 

2-6 Entropy of the Vapor 

The entropy was derived by using the following relationships: 

ds = Cp dT _ (av) dP 
T aT p 

p 

Cp = Cpo _ I T e2v
) dpl W pI 

0 

The zero pressure heat capacity is given in Eq. (2.2) and the partial 

derivatives are obtained from section 2-4. 
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The triple point was again chosen as the reference point and the 

values set as follow: 

TI = 273.16 K 

PI = 0.006113 bars 

sl = 9.1571 Jig K 

The equation for the entropy is given by 

s = ci R,n (i
l 

) + c2 (T-Tl) + ¥ (T2_TI2) 

- Rl [zo R,n (:J + z2 (P-Pl) - ~ 2 

+ ~ (p2_PI2) + ~7 (p3_P I 3) -~ 
3 

where Rl = 0.4619 Jig K. 

(P2 _ 
T2 

P 2) f?-
(P3 T2"- ~) Tl 

(2.6) 

The differences between calculated and tabulated values (Schmidt, 

1969) are less than or equal to 1.7% in both the superheat region and on 

the saturation line. Generally the differences are less than 1.0%. The 

results on the saturation line are again almost identical when both 

temperatures and pressures are given or when saturation temperatures are 

calculated from saturation pressures by using Eq. (2.3). 

2-7 Internal Energy of the Vapor 

The internal energy was obtained by using the following re1ation-

ship: 
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u = h - Pv (2.7) 

The internal energy is given by 

(2.8) 

where 

Tl = 273.16 K 

PI = 0.006113 bars 

hI 2501. 3 Jig 

Rl = 0.4619 Jig K 

If the enthalpy and volume are calculated in another part of the 

program, one only need apply the appropriate conversion factor to the Pv 

term and use Eq. (2.7) to obtain the internal energy. 

The differences between tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and calculated 

values are equal to or less than 2.7%. Generally the differences are 

less than 1.5%. 

The derivative of internal energy with respect to pressure on the 

saturation line was obtained by using the following expression: 
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[~~] sat 

The derivatives and volumes are given in sections 2-4 and 2-5. To make 

the units consistent, the appropriate conversion factor must be applied 

to the last two terms in the equation. The results are comparable to 

those obtained for [~~]sat in section 2-5. 

2,·8 SEecific Volume of Saturated Water 

The volume of saturated water is given by 

vf = vI + v2P + V3P2 + V4 P3 + vSp4 (2.9) 

where 

vI = 1.0562 

v2 = 7.2848xlO- 3 

v3 = -7.832SxlO- S 

v4 = S.8788xlO- 7 

Vs = -1.403SxlO- 9 

The maximum difference between the tabulated (Bain, 1964) and 

calculated values is 1.9% and occurs at 1 bar. The differences are 

generally less'than 0.5%. 

The derivative of the saturated fluid volume with respect to 

pressure is obtained by differentiation of Eq. (2.9). 



where 

2-9 Enthalpy of Saturated Water 

The enthalpy of saturated water is given by 

wI = 6.4480xl02 

w2 = 1.88l8xlO I 

w3 = -2.7564xlO- 1 

w4 = 2.7955xlO- 3 

Ws = -1.4470xlO- S 

w6 = 2.9450xlO- e 

w7 = -4.8854xl02 

we = 2.4370xl02 

16 

(2.10) 

The largest differences between tabulated (Bain, 1964) and 

calculated values occur between 1 and 2 bars, reaching a maximum of 2.7%. 

Above 7 bars, the differences are less than or equal to 0.3%. 

The derivative of the enthalpy of the fluid with respect to 

pressure is obtained by differentiation of Eq. (2.10). 

where 

2-10 Density of Saturated Water 

The volume of saturated water is given by 

dl = -4.4267 

d2 = 3.5980xlO-2 

(2.11) 



d3 = -8.0055xlO- S 

d4 = 6.ll63xlO- a 

17 

The density~ w, is given by 

w = 

and has the units of g/cm3. 

The maximum difference between tabulated (Bain, 1964) and calcu-

lated volumes is less than 1.9%. The differences are generally less than 

1. 0%. 

2-11 Specific Heat Capacity 

The specific heat capacity form was determined by using the zero 

pressure heat capacity equation in section 2-2 and adding pressure and 

temperature dependent terms. The coefficients Yl through Yll were 

determined by curve fitting. The specific heat capacity is given by 
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Ys 4.3768xlO- 1 

Y6 = -1.SS44xlO- 3 

Y7 = 1.2808xlO- 6 

Ya = -4.9l83xlO- 2 

Y9 = 7.2632xlO- S 

YIO = -3.S782xlO- a 

YII = 2.9971 

The differences between tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and calculated 

values are less than 12.6% in the superheat region. On the saturation 

line the maximum difference is 11.4% for given temperatures and pressures. 

When the saturation temperature is calculated for a given saturation 

pressure by using Eq. (2.3), the maximum difference is 13.0%. The two 

methods of calculation yield almost identical results at lower pressures. 

Slight variations, however, occur at higher pressures. 

Although the percent differences obtained for Cp are greater than 

were hoped for, they are not significantly greater than those in other 

investigations. Literature values (Schmidt, 1969; Juza and Mares, 1980; 

Woolf, 1980) vary as much as 10% in the higher temperature ranges. -Even 

in the ASME Steam Tables (Meyer et al., 1967) calculated by using the 

1967 IFC Formulation for Industrial Use there were local variations of 

approximately 5% near the boundaries between the subregions. To smooth 

the tables, graphical spline fits were used in these regions. 



2-12 Temperature of Superheated Stearn as a 
Function of Pressure and Enthalpy 

19 

In the preceding sections pressure and temperature were used as 

the independent variables. Additional equations were required for the 

simulation in which enthalpy was one of the independent variables. The 

following equation gives additional flexibility to the equations for 

the superheat region in sections 2-4, 2-6, 2-7, and 2-11. The form of 

the equation is from Agrawal (1978), but the parameters were deter-

mined for the region of interest in this work. The temperature is 

given by 

+ agh2p2 (2.13) 

where 

al = -1.lS84xl0 3 

a2 = 3.S880xl0 1 

a3 = -1.2666xlO- 1 

a4 = 6.3660xlO- 1 

as = -1.9700xlO- 2 

a6 = 7.1S1SxlO- S 

a7 = -2.38l4xlO- s 

as = 2.7366xlO- 6 

ag = -1.0107xlO- s 

The maximum difference between tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and 

calculated values is 1.7%. The differences are generally less than O.S%. 



2-13 Volume of Vapor as a Function of 
Pressure and Enthalpy 
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The following equation was adopted from the equation for density 

(Agrawal, 1978) and the coefficients determined by curve fitting in the 

region of interest. The volume of the vapor is given by 

where 

v 
g 

b i 

b 2 

b3 

b4 

bS 

b6 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

6.8242 

-6.2259xlO- 2 

-4.4ll9xl0 3 

-2.2842xlO- 3 

1.9782xlO- S 

. 
2.2893 

(2.14) 

The maximum difference between tabulated (Schmidt, 1969; Bain, 

1964) and calculated values is 4.3% at 145 bars and 2635.8 Jig. This 

point is very close to the saturation line and is on the 613.15 K iso-

therm which is one of the boundaries between subregions in the 1967 IFC 

Formulation (Rivkin, Aleksandrov, and Kremenevskaya, 1978). The other 

large differences are along this same isotherm as well as the 623.15 K 

isotherm. However, the tabulated values agree very closely to the 

skeletal table values (Rosner and Straub, 1980). The other differences 

are generally less than 1.0%. 

To check the feasibility of using Eq. (2.13) to convert the input 

from pressure and enthalpy to pressure and temperature, Eq. (2.4) for the 

gas volume was used as a test. Again the largest variations between the 
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tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and calculated values are found along the 

613.15 K and 623.15 K isotherms. The maximum difference is 5.5%. There 

is a suggestion that this same trend may be present in the differences 

in the volumes calculated in section 2-4, although it is far less pro-

nounced. The same trend appears in the calculations of temperature in 

section 2-12. It would appear that the larger variations are trans-

mitted through the enthalpy. However, the apparent anomaly is not 

observed between the calculated and tabulated values of enthalpy 

(section 2-5). 

where 

2-14 Temperature of Saturated Water as 
a Function of Enthalpy 

The temperature is given by 

f1 = 2.5678xl02 

f2 = 2.9060xlO- 1 

f3 = -4.l83lxlO- S 

(2.15) 

The differences between tabulated (Keenan et al., 1969) and 

calculated value~ are less than or equal to 0.5% over the enthalpy range 

corresponding to 373.15 K to 623.15 K on the saturation line. 



CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Two components of a digital simulator developed at the Univer

sity of Arizona for a liquid metal fast breeder reactor power plant 

(Hetrick and Sowers, 1978; Hetrick, Shinaishin, and Wait, 1978; 

Shinaishin, 1976) were chosen as test cases for the empirical equations 

discussed in Chapter 2. A schematic diagram for the Clinch River 

Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) is shown in Figure 1. The original tables 

for water properties in the evaporator and superheater were replaced by 

the appropriate formulations. Details of the original model may be 

found in Hetrick et al. (1978) and Shinaishin (1976). Some modifica

tions of fhe original model as well as a user's manual may be found in 

Hetrick and Sowers (1978). A computer listing of the evaporator portion 

of the simulator, with the empirical equations for the thermodynamic 

properties of water incorporated, may be found in Appendix B. Appendix 

C contains a.computer listing of the superheater portion of the simulator 

with the appropriate equations for water properties. 

The DARE P (Differential Analyzer Replacement, Portable) continu

ous system simulation language developed at the University of Arizona by 

Professors Granino Korn and John Wait (Korn and Wait, 1978) was used on 

a CDC CYBER-17S for the simulations. The DARE P system allows the user 

a choice of integration rules. The Runge-Kutta-Merson rule was used in 

this work. 
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The results for mild and moderately severe transients obtained 

by using the programs with the empirical equations were compared to 

solutions obtained with programs using tabular values. In both cases 

the transients are artifically introduced into isolated power plant 

components. 
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A mild transient for the evaporator was initiated by decreasing 

the enthalpy of the water being pumped from the stearn drum through the 

recirculat~on pump to the evaporator. This decrease in enthalpy 

corresponds to pumping progressively cooler water into the water side 

of the evaporator, which is a sodium-water heat exchanger. The sodium 

temperature at the outlet and the saturation temperature of water in the 

evaporator decrease. As can be seen from the computer listing in Appen

dix D, the results for the programs using tabulated values and empirical 

formulas differ by less than 8 percent. Graphical representations of 

a portion of the data are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

A moderately severe transient was introduced in the superheater 

(another sodium-water heat exchanger) by decreasing the intermediate 

sodium flow rate according to the following expression 

WI = WIO(I.O-O.002exp(T)) 

In some respects this can be considered as a pump coastdown. The water 

temperature and enthalpy decrease at the superheater exit. The results 

are shown in Appendix E. 

There is a significant difference between the results for the 

stearn specific heat in the two programs. This is not surprising since 
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Figure 2. Sodium temperature (OF) inside evaporator following step de
crease in recirculation water enthalpy. 
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Figure 3. Evaporator outlet steam quality following step decrease in 
recirculation water enthalpy. 



the representation for the specific heat of water, (~~)p , in the 

superheater program using tabular values is the finite difference ~~ 
~h The values for the specific heat obtained by ~T may vary as much as SS 

27 

percent from the reference values. The values of Cp using the empirical 

form are much closer to the reference values (see section 2-11). 

Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the differences 

between the initial temperatures and temperatures at various times during 

the simulation. 

Although there are potential advantages of smoothness arising 

from replacement of tabular interpolation by smooth empirical functions, 

the main advantage in using the empirical equations is computational 

economy. The compilation times are approximately equal, but the execution 

time for the evaporator program with the empirical representations is 

approximately 27 percent less than for the program with tables. The 

superheater program with the empirical formulas requires approximately 

23 percent less execution time and approximately 3S percent less compi1a-

tion time than the one with tables. These reductions in execution and 

compilation times represent significant savings in computational costs. 
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Figure 4. Change in superheater outlet steam temperature (OF) following 
simulated flow coastdown. 



APPENDIX A 

ADDITIONAL FO~ruLATIONS FOR WATER AND STEAM 

This appendix contains additional formulations, ranges, and de-

script ions for thermodynamic properties of water and steam. Unless 

otherwise noted, the range of applicability is the same as in Chapter 2 

and the differences between tabulated and calculated values are again 

given as relative percent differences. The units are the same as in 

Chapter 2. 

A-I Compressibility 

Five additional pressure and temperature terms were added to the 

equation in section 2-1. The compressibility is given by 

where 

Z = 9.968lxlO- 1 
0 

zl = -4.9457 

z2 = 6. 2050xlO- 3 

z3 = -1.6439xlO2 

z4 = 5.0804xlO- 1 

Zs = -3.9945xlO- 4 
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Z6 = -1.3509xlO- 2 

z7 = 7.92l5xlO- 6 

za = -5.0734xlO- a 

z9 = 1.2l79xlO- 4 

zlO = -1.379lxl0 3 

zll = 7.5838 

z12 = -~.3l42xl03 

z13 = 5.l827xl0 1 

z14 = -1.1555xlO- 1 

The differences between the calculated and reference values are 

less than or equal to 1.4%. 

A-2 Heat Capacity at Zero Pressure 

The zero pressure heat capacity may be represented by 

where 

Cl = 1. 8232 

c2 = -1.419lx10- 4 

c3 = 1.0104xlO- 6 

c4 = -4.0744xlO- 1O 

. In the range 373.15 K to 773.15 K, this commonly-used cubic equation 

gives results which differ by less than 0.005% from the reference (Schmidt, 

1969) values. 



A simple two-term equation may also be used to represent the 

zero pressure heat capacity. In this case 

where 

c + c T 
o 01 

Co = 1. 6772 

c = 5.6899x10- 4 
01 

For this form, the maximum difference between calculated and reference 

(Schmidt, 1969) values is 0.9%. 

A-3 Temperature as a Function of Pressure 
on the Saturat10n L1ne 

31 

The following expression is slightly more complex than the one in 

section 2-3. The saturation temperature is given by 

l.. Xll +xl0P2+ !;"" (A. I) 
p2 

where 

xl = 3.5674x102 

x2 = -2.4699 

x3 = 1.1148x10- 2 

X4 = -4.3795x10- s 

Xs ;: 7.0705x10- S 

x6 = 2.8328 
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X7 = -2.2207xlO- 2 

xa = 1.3l99xlO-4 

x9 = -3.l097xlO- 7 

xIO = 4.0220xlO 1 

xll = -2.43l5xlO 1 

The maximum difference between tabulated (Bain, 1964) and calcu-

lated values is at 274.15 K and is equal to 0.4%. From 277.15 K to the 

critical point the differences are less than or equal to 0.2%. 

A-4 Steam Volume and Derivatives 

The methods of deriving the following equations are identical to 

the ones useJ in section 2-4. The volume of the steam is given by 

v = R (Z~T + Z 1 + Z2T Z3 P 
+ T + Z4P + zsPT + Z6P2 + Z7 P2T 

+ zaP3T + Z9P3 ~ ZllP2 Z12 P3 Z13P3 
+ T + --T- + ~+ T2 

Z14 P3 ) 
+ T 

The constants Z 
0 

to z14 are given in section A-l. 

The differences between the tabulated (Schmidt, 1969) and calcu-

lated volumes in the superheat region are less than or equal to 1.4%. 

The saturation line data were checked by entering a saturation pressure, 

calculating the corresponding saturation temperature, and then calcu-

lating the gas volume. In addition to the temperature and volume equation 

combination discussed in section 2-4, the three other combinations for 



the v0l~me equations (section 2-4 and this section) and temperature 

equations (sections 2-3 and A-3) were checked against tabulated values 

(Schmidt, 1969). The four combinations give almost identical results 

between calculated and tabulated values. 

The [~;] sat was obtained by using the temperature equation in 

section 2-3 and the partial derivatives of the volume in this section . 
... 
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The maximum difference between the calculated [~;] sat values and those 

obtained by the finite difference method is 2.8%. 

A-5 Enthalpy of Steam 

The methods of derivation and the reference values are identical 

to those of section 2-5. The constants z to z14 are given in section 
o 

A-I. The steam enthalpy is given by 

2 (~ _ ~) + z12 (~ _ P143) + ~ z13 (P
4
2 _ P1

4
) 

+ '3 zll T Tl T3 Tl 4 T 'fi2 
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In the superheat region the differences between tabulated 

(Schmidt, 1969) and calculated values are less than or equal to 1.6%. 

On the saturation line, the differences are again less than or equal to 

1.6% whether the temperature and pressure are given, or the saturation 

temperature is calculated by using Eq. (2.3) or (A. 1). 

The results for [~~] sat are similar to the ones discussed in 

section 2-5. 

A hybrid form for enthalpy was derived by replacing Cp in the 

preceding derivation by the independently determined Cp in section 2-11. 

The resulting equation is 



where 

and 

A = (T-YlIPl) 

B = (T1-YllPl) 

cl to c3 are given in section 2-2; 

Yl to Yll are given in section 2-11. 

The results are almost identical to those discussed earlier in this 

section. 

When the Cp in section 2-11 is used to replace the Cp in the 

derivation in section 2-5, the results are again almost identical to 

the simpler form derived from the compressibility alone. 

A-6 Entropy of Steam 

The reference values and the methods of derivation are identi-

cal to those of section 2-6. The constants Zo to z14 are given in 

section A-I. The entropy is given by 

z 4 4 2 (P3 P 3) z (P3 P 3) + ~ (P -PI) - - ZlO =><" - ~ _.::..u. - -~ 
4 3 T.:l ~ 3 T2 T12 
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3 (p4 P 4) 1 (P4 P 4 ) 
- "4 z12 r+ - fi"z+ -"2 z13 T3 - ~ 

z (p4 P 4 )] - T TZ - fiz + Sl 

In the superheat region the differences between tabulated (Schmidt, 

1969) and calculated values are less than or equal to 1.5%. The results 

are the same on the saturation line and are not affected by which equation 

is used for the saturation temperature. 

The following combined form was obtained by replacing the Cp in 

the above derivation by Eq. (2.12). The entropy is given by 

1 

[T 2 P nnA - yl12P12 T 2 P n B + + Y 1 1 1 '" A-I - Y 1 1 1 ",n 



where 

and 

A = (T-YllPI) 

B = (TI-YllPI) 

cI to c3 are given in section 2-2; 

YI to YII are given in section 2-11. 

The results are identical to those discussed earlier in this section. 

When the Cp in section 2-6 is replaced by Eq. (2.12), the re

sults are almost identical to those obtained from the equation derived 

from the compressibility alone. 

A-7 Specific Volume of the Saturated Fluid 

A simpler expression than the one in section 2-8 gives better 

results at higher pressures, but is not as good at lower pressures. 

The volume of the saturated fluid is given by 

vf = vI + v2P + V3P2 + V4 P3 

where 

vI = 1.0650 

v2 = 6.020lxlO- 3 

v3 = -3.7424xlO- S 

v4 = 1.5809xlO- 7 
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The maximum difference between tabulated (Bain, 1964) and calcu-

lated values occurs at 1 bar and equals 2.7%. Between 2 bars and 206 

bars, the differences are less than or equal to 1.5%. 

A-8 Saturation Temperature as a Function 
of Enthalpy 

A cubic expression for saturation temperature as a function of 

enthalpy yields slightly better results than those obtained in section 

2-14. The saturation temperature is represented by 

where 

fl = 2.7861x102 

f2 = 2.1508x10- 1 

f3 = 3.7188xlO- s 

f4 = -2.5489x10- a 

The differences in the saturation enthalpy range corresponding to 

373.15 K to 623.15 K are less than or equal to 0.1%. 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER LISTING FOR THE EVAPORATOR 

A glossary of variJble names and units may be found in Hetrick 

and Sowers (1978). Since English units are used in the simulator, the 

appropriate conversion factors were applied to the equations discussed 

in Chapter 2. 
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CALL ~A~EP,*NENE~. 
Al 

$Ml 
$ul 

* 

* 
* 

HSIII-HSbl 
~TICl_c~HONA'TiCIL) 
TTI7lL-703BOO.O*RTICll*ENEVIl/WIll 

PRuCeD TICI-TICll 
~F'T.cQ.O.U) T!CI-TICll 
ENDPRu 

* THt LEFT c~APORATOR IN THE FIRST lOOP FOllOWS 
* PRwCED JlSlll,DPSZll,TSbll,TSlll,Wlll,W31l,WlllS,W3llS, 

$XS3lL,A!lL,Dl!l,Clll,DWlllD,Dw3lLu,DTwlll,DTWZll 
$,HDSIlL,HDSZIL 
$,TASlIL,HOWlll,HDWZll,TSATll,uETEll,ElZll,OTIBll,OTI9II 

~·HScl,ELSbl,ELSbt,ElSo3,ElSb4,HSllI,PAZll,PA4ll,ENEll,ENEVll,WlllO, 
$w31Lu,HFE!~,_11l,ELlll,TW21l,ASll,ELS3l,ELS3Z,YS51l,DOOlL, 
$DPRCIL,FRClL,F30S1l,TI71L,TIBIL,TI91L,TICIL,T~11L,NDELYI 
CALL EV~P( DLSIIL,DPSZlL,TSblL,TSllL,wllL,W31l,WllLS,W31lS, 
$XS31~,AIlL,BIIL,CIIL,DWIIlD,OW3lLD,DT~11L,OTWZll 

$,HDSl!L,HDSZlL 
$,TASIIL,HDWIIL,HOWZIL,TSATll,DETElL,ELZIL,DTIBIL,DTI9lL 

$,HSbl,cLSbl,cLSb2,tlSb3,ELSb4,HSllI,PAZlL,PA41L,ENElL,ENEVIL,WIILD, 
$N31LD,HFEIL,WIIL,ELlll,T~ZlL,ASll,ELS3l,ELS3Z,YS51L,DODIl, 
iDPRCll,FRCll,F30alL,TI71L,TIBlL,TI9lL,TIClL,T~11L,NOELYII 

ENDPRO 

* fLIIL.-DLS!lL/3bOO.0 

* 
~AZIL.-DPSZIL/3bOO.0 

****.*************.****** ••• **.** ••• *** 
* 141-Z. WALL 
*******.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

TWIIL~-DTWlll/~bOO.O 
T.ZIL.-DTWZIL/3bOO.0 

*************.*** ••• *.*.**.** 
* 111-3. INTERMEDIATE SODIUM 
********.**.*******.**** •• **. 
• 

TI61L.-DTLBlL/3uOO.0 
• 

Ti~lL.-uTI91L/3bOO.0 
Wl~Lu.·uWllLD 
W3lLD.-DW3llD 

STJKt,ELIIL,PAZIL,TWIIL,TI61L,TI9lL,WIIlD, 

• 

$P 
$Tl 

~ DLSIIL,uPSZIL,TSblL,XS31L,DETElL,TASlL,TSATlL, 
$ DTI61L,DTI91L,OTWIIL,OTWZIL,OWIIlD,OW31LD,DT 

RHONA , b 
NeXT IS 

39Z.0 
57Z.0 
7~Z.0 

93Z.0 

THE l~uEPENDENT 
,~b.4 

,55.1 
,53.b 
,j2.1 

VARIABLE FOLLOWED BY THE DEPENDENT 
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H9 

* 

1112.0 
129Z.0 

WoO , 3 , 5 

* THE FOLLOWING IS A DEFINITION OF THE SECOND 
* INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. 

* O.Z ,O.B 
* * NEXT COMES THE FIRST INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
* FOLLOwEO OY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE. 

* 

:OF 

$F 

1000.0 
2000.0 
ZSOO.O 

,4.81801 
,Z.40938 
,1 .7 Z 81t1t 

,7.43707 
,3.Z1363 
,Z.Z3131 

SUBROUTINE TSATFIPASZ,TSAT) 
COMMONITEMPITK 

,10.608Z 
,4.30Z7It 
, Z. 6778 

,lZ.91S 
,4.97874 
,Z.98751 

,14.ItlZ3 
,5.35559 
,Z.98751 

PB-PAS2*O.06894757Z9 
TK-3.~b53E+OZ+PB*I-Z.Obl1+PB*IS.70b4E-03-1.011E-05*PB)) 

:0 +IIZ.1841+1-9.98b5E-03+2.5304E-OS/PB)/PB)/PB) 
S +3.8B45E+Ol*PS**0.5-Z.Z4ZE+Ol/PB**O.5 

TSAT-1.B*TK-459.b7 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE VGIPASZ,VGSZ) 
COMMONITEMP/TK 
PB-PASZ*O.06B94757Z9 
VGAS-4.b19*I1.0001*TK/PB-S.3391+b.13ZZE-03*TK 

S +PB*IZ.S547E-OI-Z.05BE-04*TK-7.4961E+OI/TK 
:0 +PB*I-B.901E-03+4.3505E-Ob*TK+b.lB47/TK-1.471SE+03/TK**Z))) 

VGSZ-VGAS*.01bOlB46 
RETuRN 
END 
SUDKOUTINE HGIPASZ,HGSZ) 
COMMONI TEMP IT K 
PD-PA~Z*O.06B94757Z9 
HGAS-TK*11.7SZ4+TK*(1.Z46BE-04+1.03ZbE-07*TK)) 

:0 +0.4b19*PB*(-S.3391+PB*(-7.49b1E+OI/TK+1.Z7735E-01 
~ +PB*(-Z.9b7E-03+4.12313333/TK-l.471SE+03/TK**Z))) 
$ +Z.OllZ4009Zt+03 

HGS2·HGAS*0.~Z99ZZb14 
RETURN 
El'iD 

SU6ROUTINE EVAP( DLSl,DPASZ,TSb,TS1,wS1,WS3,WSlS,WS3S, 
~X~3,A,B,C,DwS!D,DW$30,DTAW1,DTAWZ 
$, rlD.:d, HuSZ 
~,TA51,rlO~1,HD.Z,T~AT,DETERM,ELSZ,DTIB,DTI9, 

:orlSb,cLSol,ElSb2,ElSb3,ElSb4,HS11,PAS2,PAS4,ENE,ENEVAP,WSID, 
~W~3D,HFE,wl,cLS1,TAWZ,ASl,ElS31,ElS32,YSS,DOD, 
)j)P~~Sf,f~C,r30d,TI7,TI8,TI~,TIC,TA~1,NOElAY) 

* INLET WATER ENTHALPY 
wIL-SATAM(wl,1.OE-03,1.0E 30) 
FS6-o.421922E-3 

ENl-l.O 
TSb-2.~34+HSb*(1.216be4-4.073711c-04*HSb) 
KHOTSb a 62.4279bObIIS.594ZZE-Ol+TSb*(3.92143SE-03 

:0 +TSo*(-1.024599E-OS+1.04b74BE-OB*TSb))) 
w')lS·cNE*w::.!il 
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* 

* 

~SlSL=SATAMlwS1S,1.OE-03,1.OE 301 
TAUM~1-ll.7b744*ELSbl+l.57oZ4b*ELSbZ+l.Z2716*ELSb3 

$ +O.441786*~NEVAP*ELSb4/ENLI*IENL*RHOTSb/WS1SL/ 
HSI-PDELAYIHSo,TAUHS1,NDELAY,HSlII 
DHSl-3bOO.0*IHSb-HSII/TAUHSl 

HSZ=Z.77Z141E+OZ+PASZ*15.576054E-Ol+PASZ*I-5.b33399E-O4 
~ +PASZ*13.939188E-07+PASZ*I-l.40~83bE-lO+l.97Z743E-14*PASZIIII 
$ +11-3.04bZ91E+03+Z.Z0~9blE+04/PASZI/PASZI 
H4~1-IMSl+HSZIIZ.O 

TSl=Z.534+HS1*ll.Zlbb84-4.073711E-04*HS11 
CALL TSATFIPASZ,TSATI 

TASl=(TSl+TSATIIZ.O 
HfSZ-HSZ 

CALL HGIPA~Z,HGSZI 

VFSZ-0.Olb91b7+PASZ*18.04558E-OQ+PASZ*I-5.9b4Z95E-09 
$ +PASZ*13.0bo501E-IZ-5.080531E-lb*PASZIII 

RHOFSZ-l./VFSZ 
CALL VGIPASZ,VGSZI 

RHOGSZ-l./VGSZ 

* INLET wATER FLO~ 
WSl-3bOO.O*ENE*WSID 

* 

* * 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
• 

* 

WS3S-ENE*WS3D 
NSZAQ-I.SID+wS30IlZ.0 

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN THE EVAPORATOR 

~ESI-ZZ5.31059*IWSI/ENEI 
RESZ-359.10ba5*IWSI/ENEI 
HWE=lZ.8170bS*lwSl/ENEI**O.8 
HDSl-3.141592b*ENE/IO.009748b015+Z9.4840Z9/HFE+Z9.4840Z9/HWEI 
HOSZ-3.141~9Zb*ENE/IO.009748b015+Z9.4840Z9/HFEI 

PEE=O.3b37305Z*IWI/ENEI 
HNE-IZ81.31b7bS+3.4Z31943*'WI/ENEI**C.8 
Hu_1-3.14159Zb*ENE/(O.009748bOlj+19.2/HHEI 
HDW~-HDWI 

STEAM PRUPcRTIES 

ELSZ-40.0-ELSI 

SAr-RHObSZ/RHOFSZ 
XS3-HOSZ*ELSZ*ITAWZ-TSATI/(WS3*IHGSZ-HSZ/1 
ALF3-XS3/ISAI+(1.-SAII*XS3/ 
A~F~I-ALF3*(1.-SAll 
ALFAZ-ALF3*IO.~+ALFSl/b.O+ALFSI*ALFSI/lZ.1 

RHOASl-bZ.4Z79bO&/15.594ZZ2E-O!+TAS1*13.9Z1435E-03 
$ +TAS!*I-l.OZ4599E-05+1.048748E-OS*TAS1111 
RHOASZ-ALFAZ*RHOGSZ+Il.-ALFAZI*RHOFS2 
RHOHSZ-ALFAZ*RHOGSZ*HGSZ+Il.-AlFAZI*RHOFSZ*HFSZ 
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• 

'" 

• 

*' • 
'" 

• 
* 

*' • • 

• 

• 

• • • • 
• 
'" 

• 

• • • 

HS3aH~SZ*XS3+HFSZ*(l.-XS31 
RHO$3aALF~*~hOGSZ+Il.-ALF31*RHOFSZ 

ORFPZa-ll./~FSZ**ZI.OVFIPASZI 
ORGPZa-ll./VGSZ**ZI*OVGI~ASZI 
OHFn-OHF I PASZI 
IlHGPZ-OHGIPASZI 
ORHFPZaRHOFSZ*OHFPZ.HFSZ*ORFPZ 
OKHGPZ-~HOGSZ*OHGPZ+HGSZ·DRGPZ 

AaELSZ*IALFA2.luRHGPZ-ORGPZ*HFSZI+Il.-ALFAZI*IORHFPZ-ORFPZ*HFS211 
8-eLSl*RHOGS2*OHFPZ*IHGS2-HFS21/IZ.0*A*IHS2-HSlII 
C-l.0+Z.*S.IRHOASl-RHOFS21/IRhOFS2-RHOGS21 

ill-I. wATER I STEAM 

DLSlaIZ./C)*I-HOSl*ELSl*ITA~l-TASlI/IASl*RHOASl*IHS2-HSIll 
$ +WSI/IASl*RHOASll+(ELSl/2.01*OHSl/(HS2-hSll 
$ +6*lw~1-wS31/IASl*IRHOFSZ-kHOGS2111 

OLS.S-OLSl/3bOO.0 

WS2-WS1-ASl*RHOASl*OLSl 

OPAS2-IRHOGS2*IHGS2-HFSZI/(A*(RHOFS2-RHOGS2111*(-(RHOASl-RHOFS21 
~ *OLSl+(wSl-wS31/AS11 

OPASZS-OPAS2/3bOO.O 

IlI-2. WALL 

WHH'D-0.07303~229*ENE 
T~Z-ITAWl*ELSl+TAW2*ELS21/~b.O 
TAI7-(TI7+TI81/2.0 
TA18-(TI8+TI91/2.0 

DTAWla(1./WMHCOI·(-(HOWl+HOSl+WHHCO*OLSl/ELS11*TAw1 
~ +HOS1*TAS1+HOW1*TA181+TW2*OLS1/ELSl 

OTAW2-11./WMHCOI*I-IHOW2+HOS2-WMHCO*OLSI/ELSZI*TAW2 
" +HilS2*T SA'T+H O~2*TAI 7 I-Tw2 *OLS 11 ELS2 

111-3. l~TERMEOIATE SOOIUM 

RHOTIC-RHONAITICI 
TAUTI7a703800.0*RHOTIC*ENEVAP/WIL 

Tl E - IT 17+ T 19 I 12 
RHOI EaKHONA I TIE I 
SMHCO-0.0020~~8~33*RHOIE*ENE 
Nr~·wr+O.OOb6Z079*ENE*RHOIE*OLSl 

OTI8 a ll./ISMHCO*ELS211*(-IHOwZ*ELSZ-SMHCO*OLS11*TAI7 
S +HOWZ*ELS2*TAWZ+O.305bb1b8*IWI*TI7-WI8*TI8)) 

OT19=ll./ISMHCO*ELSl))*I-IHOWl*ELSl+SMHCO*OLSl)*TAI8 
$ +hOW1*ELSl*TAWl+O.305bblb8*'WI8*TI8-WI*TI911 

RECIRCULATION LOOP MOMENTuM EQUATlONS 
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* * IN TH~ NtXT THREE lINc~ SINCE THE FLOW Te EACH OF THE 
*EVAPORATORS IS HALF THE TOTAL FLOW BEFORE THE PIPE SPLIT 
* HAS BEEN OIVIOEO ~Y T~O.HENCE THE DIFFER~NCE FROM BRENDA. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

TAUW~3.tLS31/111.~ZBB6*ENtVAPI+ELS3Z*Z.0/C6B.B~~553*ENLI 
TAUWSI-ELSbl*Z.0/C,6.9*ENLI+ELS6Z*Z.0/1~0.755*ENLI 

$ +ELSb*Z.0/139.515*ENLI+ELS6~/114.Z2555*ENEVAPI 

AllT-ELSl/C3Z.Z*AS11+ELSZ/C6~.4*AS11+TAUWS1 
AlZ T -cL S2I I 6~. 4*AS 11 +0. 300Z071~1 AS 1+ TAUIIS 3 
A21T-ELSZIIIZ6.B*ASll 
~2ZT-ELSZII1ZB.B*AS11+0.15010357/AS1+TAUWS3 

OETERM-AI1T*AZZT-A1ZT*AZ1T 

FRICTION COEFFICIENTS 

IFC~ES1.LT.IOOO.01 FS1-B.0/RES1 
IFCRESl.GE.1000.0.AND.RESl.LT.lOOOOO.01 FSI-0.05Z56/IRES1**0.Z~31 
IFIRESl.GE.lOOOOO.OI F~1-0.OZl17/IRES1**0.16~1 
F)lA-IOZ4Zo.l*FS1 

LFIRESZ.LT.luOO.OI FSZ-B.O/RcSZ 
IFIRESZ.GE.1000.0.ANO.RESZ.LT.IOOOOO.01 FSZ-0.05Z56/CRESZ**O.Z431 
IFIRcSZ.Gc.lOOOOO.OI FSZ-O.OZl17/IRESZ**0.16~1 
F~ZA·IIZZ38.73*FSZ 

OPRC-OPRCSF-FRC*IWS1S*Z.O/ENLI**2 

HOSPH-ELS1*RHOAS1+ELS2*RHOASZ+IO.ZOB333*RHOS3-52.70B33*RHOTS6 
~ -IYS5+COOO-6.01IZ.01*RHOTS6 
CHMPH-Cl./C32.Z*ASl*AS111*CWS3S**Z/RHOS3-WSZAD**Z/RHOFSZI 
FRPH-CFSIA*ELSl+61B.90+IENE*2.0/ENLI**2*FS61*IWSlD**ZI 

$ +CF~ZA*R*ELSZI*CWSZAD**ZI+Cb3Z59.1+9.66667*FS2A*RI*CWS3D**ZI 

H~PH34-ELS2*RHOASZIZ.O+7.6b66665*RHOS3 
FRPH3~-FSZA*R*ELSZ*CWSZAD**ZIIZ.O+14.833335*FSZA*R 

~ +F30~I*CwS3D**ZI 
BIT--CH~SPH+CHMPH-14~.O*OPRC+FRPHI 
DZT~144.0*CPAS2-PAS41-HSPH34·CHMPH/Z.O-FRPH34 

wSlOC-AZZT*BlT/CENE*DETERMI-A1ZT*BZT/CENE*DETERMI 
w~3Uu-AI1T*BZT/CENE*DETERM)-AZIT*e1T/IENE*DETERMI 

ilWS.LJaWSlOO 
OwS30a WS3DD 
t<ETIJRN 
eND 

FUNCfION OHFCPASI 
DHF·~.578054E-Ol+PAS*C-1.1Z6b&E-03+PAS*11.lB175bE-06 

$ +PAS*C-;.bZ3345E-IO+9.66371,E-14*PASIII 
$ +CC3.04bZ~lE+03-4.4079bZE+04/PASI/PAS**ZI 

RETUKN 
END 
FUNCTION OVFIPASI 
OVF a b.045;82E-Ob+PAS*C-l.19Z959E-06+PAS*19.Z59505E-lZ 

$ -Z.03Z213c-l,*PASII 
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* eND 

eND 

END 

R E Tu~N 
ENu 
rUN~T!ON OVGCPASI 
COMMONI TEMP ITK 
COMMON/llEklV/OTK 
PB-PAS*O.Ob6947S7Z9 
OTK--Z.Obll+l.l4lZ6E-OZ*PB-3.033E-os*pa*PB-Z.184l/PB •• Z 

$ +l.9977E-OZ/PB**3-7.591ZE-OS/~B**4+l.94ZZSE+Ol/PB**O.S 
~ +l.lZlE+OI/PB**l.S 

OVOP a 4.b19*C-l.OOOl*TK/PB**Z-7.49blE+Ol/TK+Z.SS47E-Ol 
$ -Z.OS8E-04*TK-l.760ZE-OZ*PB+8.701E-Ob*PB*TK+l.Z3b94E+Ol*PB/TK 
~ -Z.943E+03*PB/TK**ZI 

OVOT-4.bl9*Cl.OOOl/PB+b.l3ZZE-03+7.49blE+Ol*PB/TK**Z 
~ -Z.O;8t-04*PB+4.350SE-Ob*PB*PB-b.l647*PB*PB/TK**Z 
$ +Z.943E+03*PB*P~/TK**31 

OV-OVOP+OVOT*OTK 
OVG-u.OO!104434Z*OV 
RETiJRN 
END 
FUNCTION OHGCPASI 
C OMMLlNlTtMP I TK 
CLlMMON/OEKIV/OTK 
PB-PAS*O.Ob8947S7Z9 
OHOP-O.4ol9*C-S.3391-l.499ZZE+OZ*PB/TK+Z.SS47E-Ol*PB 

$ -6.90lE-03*p~*pa+l.Z3b94E+Ol*PB*PB/TK-4.4l45E+03*PB*PB ITK**ZI 
OHOT-l.75Z4+Z.493bE-04*TK+3.0978E-u7*TK*TK-O.4bl9*C-7.49blE+Ol* 

$ PB*P6/TK**Z+4.1Z313333*PB.*3/TK**Z-Z.943E+03*PB*.3/TK**31 
OH-OHOP+OHOT*OTK 
OHGaOH*O.OZ9b4Z1Z07 
~ ETURN 
END 

TMAXaSO.O 
NPOINT-Sl 
EMAX-l.OE-; 
SYC81-3.0 
NOEL n-8 

, DT-l.OE-' 
OTMAX-O.03 

SYC91-Z.0 
SYI1ZI-l.O 

OTHIN-l.OE-8 

HSbl-S37.34491*O.9 ,ASll-4.1/b.O,ELSb4-30.0 
ELSbl-1S.O,ELSbZ-l00.0,ELSb3-75.0,ELS31-70.0,ELS3Z-10.0 
cLllL-21.97481122 
F3081L-1805S.82Z7Z92 
PA21L-l654.0,PA41L-1804.bS20099 
~11LO-O.4073095b, W3lLD-O.~07309Sb 
TWIIL a b52.0908241, TW21L-7ZS.3798~9991 
TI81L-717.36l31b I TI91L-b51.000 

rlfEIL-2543.b95070 
ENEIL-4542.lb.O,WIIL-3.834E7Ib.O 

TIClL-S;b.O, DOOlL-7.0, FRCIL-7.1000730E-S,DPRCIL-l75.0 
ENEVlL-l.O 
YSSlL-3.0 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER LISTING FOR THE SUPERHEATER 

The appropriate conversion factors were used to convert the units 

of the equations given in Chapter 2 to the English units used in the 

simulator. A list of the variable names and units for the superheater 

may be found in Hetrick and Sowers (1978). 
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CALL DAREP,*NENEW. 
Al 

SMl 
S~l 

* 11. SUPERHEATER 
• 
* STEAM FLOw RATE 

.SA-3bDO.0*WSAS 

* • INLET STEAM ENTHALPY 
WSASLaSATAM(WSAS,l.OE-03,1.OE 301 
TAUHSA-0.9217~*ELS7*ENL*RHOVS4/WSASL 
HSA-PDELAY(HS4,TAUHSA,7,HS4II 

* * SO~IUM INLET TEMPERATURE 
TIA-POELAY(TI3,TAUTIA,3,TI3II 
DTIA-(TI3-TIAI/TAUTIA 

* • INLET STtAM PRESSURE 
PSA-PSAD 

* • 

* 

* 
* 
* 

FSCl-7.&e8943~-4*ELSCl/(ELSCl+0.~7342~*ELSC2*(ENL/ENSC21**21 
FSC2-3.~Ob214E-4*ELSC2/(ELSC2+1.74391*ELSCl*(ENSC2/ENL1**21 

TAUhSA-2.339742E-4*ELS7/ENL+3.1~33E-4*ELSHT/ENL 
i +l.3b62t-4*ELSCI/ENL+l.095337E-4*ELSC2/ENSC2 

O.SASO-(1./TAU.SAI*(PAS4-PS9+(53.21+YS51*RHOVS4/144.0 
~-(2.&0~90271'9E-3+FSCll*("SAS/ENLI.*2-FSC2*(WSAS/ENSC21**21 

DwSAS-OWSASO 

WSAS.-OWSAS 

PSAO.PAS4+(1./l44.1*1-0.033b9228*ELS7*OWSAS/ENL+IS3.21+YS51*RHOVS4 
S -0.0828b330732*IWSAS/ENLI**21 

PSC.PSA-2.2299488blE-3*IWSAS/ENLI**2-3.l~33E-4*ELSHT*OWSAS/ENL 

TAII-ITIl+TI31/2.0 
• TI3-93b.O*ll.0-0.002*EXPITII 

wI-WIO*ll.0-O.002*EXPITII 

• 

* 
* 

* * 

RHUT13-RHONAITIJI 

hiL-SATAMIWl,L.OE-03,1.OE 301 
TAUTiA a 8474400.0*RHOTI3*ENL/wiL 

PB-PSC*0.Cb8947~729 
TK a ITSC+4S9.b71/1.8 
HG-TK*'l.7~24+TK*ll.2466E-04+1.032bE-07*TKII 

$ +~.4b19*PB*I-5.3391+PB*I-7.4961E+OI/TK+1.27735E-Ol 
~ +PB*I-2.9b7E-03+4.12313333/TK-l.4715E+03/TK**2111 
$ +2.011240092E+03 

HSC-HG*0.429922614 

nCPT-l.7524+TK*(2.4936t-04+3.0978E-07*TKI 
~ +(Pd*ITK*I~.211E+Ol+TK*(-1.0089E-Ol+4.54b3E-O~*TKII 
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* 

* 

• 
* * 

* 

* 
* 

$ +PB*CTK*C4.37bSE-Ol+TK*C-1.,544E-03+1.2S0BE-Ob*TK» 
$ +P~*CTK*C-4.91S3E-02+TK*C7.2b32E-05-3.57B2E-08*TK» 
$ +1.1120E+01»»/CTK-2.9971*PB)**2 

CPS-O.230845897*HCPT 

rlASA-CrlSA+rlSC)/2.0 
PSS-CPSA+PSC)/2.0 

V~A-O.109313-b.87609SE-OS*PSA-1.02S008E+03/PSA 
$ +HSA*C-B.510b87E-OS+S.081824E-OB*PSA+l.237127/PSA) 

VG-4.bl~*Cl.0001*TK/PB-5.3391+b.1322E-03*TK 
$ +PB*C2.5547E-01-2.0SBE-04*TK-7.49blE+01/TK+ 
$ PB*C-8.901E-03+4.3S05E-Ob*TK+b.1847/TK 
$ -1.471SE+03/TK**2») 

~SC-VG*0.01b0184b 
RH04SA-Cl./VSA+l./VSC)/2.0 

TA1A-CTIA+TIC)/2.0 
ROTAIA·RHONACTAIA) 

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN THE SUPERHEATER 

PES-0.37b0473S*CWI/ENS) 
HNS·1222.0~:3+3.3S30778*Chl/~NS)**0.8 
HWA-144.Sl~Z~*ENS/C.009748b015+19.2/HNS) 

RES-577.S4204*CWSA/ENS) 
H$$-4.70531bb*CWSA/ENS)**0.8 
rlSSA-144.S132b*ENS/CO.01707bB13+29.484029/HSS) 

* 11-1. SUPERHEATEu STEAM 

* 

* 
* 

DTSC-CO.OObb838/CCPS*RHOASA*ENS»*CHSSA$CTAWA-TASA) 
$ -WSA*IHSC-HSA» 

TSC.-OTSC 

* 11-2. wAll 

* 

* 

OTAwA-C8.2b8243bE- S/ENSI*CHWA*CTAIA-TAWA)-HSSA*CTAWA-TASA» 
TAWA.-uTAwA 

* 11-3. iNTERMEDIATE SODIUM 

* • 

iTl 

DTICGC2.93739E- 3/1ROTAIA*ENSI)*IO.30604224018*WI*CTIA-TIC) 
S -H.A*CrAIA-TAWAI) 

TIC.-DTIC 
TSA-C-2.54479E+03+PSA*C4.45291-1.083802E-03*PSA» 

S +HSA*C2.bbS3l7+PSA*C-S.b8b793E-03+1.4233b8E-Ob*PSA) 
$ +riSA*C-l.3l~12bE-04+PSA*Cl.8374783E-Ob-4.b7899E-lO*PSAI»~ 

TASA-CTSA+TSC)/2. 
RHOVS4-l.0/VS4 
VS4-0.1093l3-b.87b09,E-OS*PAS4-1.025008E+03/PAS4 

$ +HS4*C-o.S!Ob87E-05+5.081824E-08*PAS4+1.237127/PAS41 

RHONA , b 
* NEXT IS THE INuEPE~DENT VARIABLE FallOWED BY THE DEPENDENT 

392.0 ,5b.4 
;7l.0 ,,5.1 
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$I-

tNJ 

752.0 
932.0 
J.112.0 
1292.0 

,;3.0 
,52.1 
,50.5 
,411.9 

TMAX-S.O,NPOINT-51 
W5AS-92~.051,ELS7-120.0,ENLa3.0,HS4I·1147.9146,HS4·HS4I 
TI31-93b.O,cLSCl-200.0,ELSC2-100.0,ENSC2-2.0 
ELSHT-b5.0,PS9-14b4.0999b,PAS4-1804.052,YS5-3.0,NIO-10050.*3000. 
T13 8 93b.0,TSC-917.150,ENS-2271.0,TAWA-Sb3.660 
TIC-II;6.041,TI1-b51.0 
END 
LlST,TSC,HSC,CPS,VSC 
END 
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APPENDIX D 

RESULTS FOR THE EVAPORATOR 

All units are English units. A detailed discussion of the 

choices for the output as well as the list of variable names may be 

found in Hetrick and Sowers (1978). The variables in the sample output 

are summarized below. 

1 = minor loop 

L = left evaporator 

TI8lL, TI9lL = liquid sodium temperatures (intermediate loop) 

XS3lL = the quality at node S3 (evaporator outlet) 

TSATlL = the saturation temperature in the evaporator 
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51 

EVAPORATOR - TABULAR VALUES 

TIME H81L TI91L XS31L TSHll 
O. 7.17361E+02 t.51000E+02 4.91363E-01 6.24667E+02 
1.vOOOOi:+00 7.23297E+02 6.51439E+02 4.02094E-01 6.24517E+02 
2.0000JE+00 7.27510E+02 6.49338E+02 4.41873E-Ol 6.24476E+02 
J.OOOOOE+OO 7.30157E+02 6.46852E+02 4.30338E-01 6.24444E+02 
4.00000E+00 7.31874E+02 6.44654E+02 4.24238E-01 6.24420E+02 
5.00000E+00 7.33074E+02 6.42bb2E+02 4.20557E-Ol 6.24407E+02 
6.00uOOE+OO 7.33956E+02 6.41496E+02 4.18003E-Ol 6.24396E+02 
7.00000E+00 7.34629E+02 6.40420E+02 4.16137E-01 6.24391E+02 
8.00000E+OO 7.35144E+02 6.39587E+02 4.14733E-01 6.24366E+02 
9.0000uE+00 7.35542E+02 6.36942E+02 4.13653E-01 6.24382E+02 
1.000OOE+Ol 7.351150E+02 6.38442E+02 4.12617E-01 6.24376E+02 
1.10000E+01 7.36088E+02 6.36054E+02 4.12168E-01 6.24376E+02 
1.20000E+01 7.36273E:+02 6.377!13E+02 4.11664E-01 6.24374E+02 
1.30000E+01 7.36416E+02 6.37519E+02 4.11272E-01 6.24373E+02 
1.400001:+01 7.36526E+02 6.37337E+02 4.10966E-01 6.24371E+02 
1.50000E+Ol 7.36614E+02 b.37195E+02 4.1072 7E-Ol 6.24371E+02 
1.bOOOOE+01 7.36681E+02 6.37085E+02 4.10541E-01 b.24370E+02 
1.7000CE+Ol 7.3b733E+02 b.3b999E+02 4.10395E-Ol b.243b9E+02 
1.60000E+01 7.36774E+02 b.36932E+02 4.1026lE-01 b.24369E+02 
1.90000E+01 7.3660bE+02 b.36680E+02 4.10192E-01 6.24369E+02 
2.00000&:+01 7.36630E+02 6.36839E+02 4.10123E-01 6.24368E+02 
2.10000E+Q1 7.3b849E+02 b.3b606E+02 4ol00b9E-Ol 6.243b8E+02 
2.20000E+Ol 7.3bIl64E+02 6.3b783E+02 4.1002bE-01 b.243b6E+02 
2.30000E+O.l. 7.3b67bE+02 b.3b764E+OZ 4.09993E-01 6.243b8E+02 
2.4uUOOE+Ol 7.3b665E+OZ 6.36749E+02 4.099b7E-Ol 6.24368E+OZ 
2.50000E+Ol 7.3b692E+OZ b.3b737E+02 4.0994bE-Ol b.Z4368E+OZ 
2.600001:+01 7.3689BE+OZ b.3b728E+OZ 4.09931E-Ol 6.243b8E+OZ 
2.70000E+01 7.36902E+02 b.3b720E+OZ 4.09n8E-01 b.Z43b8E+02 
2.80000E+01 7.36905E+02 b.3b715E+02 4.09908E-Ol b.243b8E+02 
2.90000E+Ol 7.3b908E+OZ 6.3b710E+02 4.09901E-01 b.243b8E+02 
3.00000E+01 7.3b910E+02 6.36707E+02 4.09695E-01 6.Z4367E+02 
3.10000E+01 7.3b912E+02 b.36704E+02 4.09890E-01 6.24367E+02 
3.20000E+01 7.36913E+OZ 6.36702E+02 4.0988bE-01 b.243b7E+OZ 
3.30000E+Ol 7.36914E+OZ 6.36701E+02 4.09884E-Ol b.Z4367E+02 
3.40000E+01 7.36915E+02 6.36699E+02 4.09881E-01 6.243b7E+02 
3.50CiOOE+Ol 7.369.1.5E+02 b.36698E+02 4.09880E-01 6.Z4367E-HI'2 . 
3.bOOOOE+0.L 7.36916E+02 b.3t:698E+02 4.09878E-01 6.Z4367E+02 
3.70000t:+01 7.36916E+02 6.36b97E+OZ 4.091177E-01 6.Z4367E+02 
3.BOOOOE+01 7.36916E+02 6.3669bE+02 4.09876E-01 6.243b7E+02 
3.90000E+01 7.36917E+OZ 6.36696E+OZ 4.0967bl:-01 b.24367E+02 
4.000001:+U1 7.36917E+OZ 6.36696E+02 4.09875E-01 b.Z4367E+02 
4.10000E+01 7.3b917E+02 6.36696E+02 4.09875E-01 b.24367E+02 
4.20000E+01 7.36917E+02 6.36695E+02 4.09874E-01 6.24367E+02 
4.30000E+01 7.36917E+02 6.36695E+02 4.09874E-01 6.24367E+OZ 
4.40000E+Cl1 7.36917E+02 6.36695E+02 4.09874E-01 b.24367E+02 
4.50000':+01 7.36917E+02 6.36695E+02 4.09874E-Ol 6.24367E+02 
4.bOOOOE+01 7.3b917E+OZ 6.36695E+02 4.09874E-01 6.24367E+02 
4.70ClOOE+01 7.36917E+OZ b.3669!iE+OZ 4.09874E-Ol 6.24367E+02 
4.8000UE+01 7.3b917E+02 6.36b95E+02 4.09874E-Ol 6.24367E+02 
4.90000E+01 7.36917E+02 0.3b695E+02 4.09874E-01 6.24367E+02 
5.00000E+01 7.36917E+OZ 6.:i6b95E+02 4.09873E-Ol 6.Z4367E+02 
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EVAPORATOR - EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS 

TIME Tl81L Tl91L XS3lL TSATlL 
O. 7.17381E+02 6.51000E+02 It.97253E-01 6.2lt260E+02 
1.00000E+00 7.23107E+02 6.511t01E+02 It.68090E-01 6.21tl20E+02 
2.00000E:+00 7.27168E+02 6.lt9315E+02 It .lt8272E-01 6.2lt070E+02 
3.00000E+uO 7.297ItlE+02 b.lt6663E+02 It.36811E-01 6.2ltOlt2E+02 
It.OOOOOE+OO 7.3l1t19E+02 6. 1,4693E+02 4.30431tE-01 6.24021E+02 
5.00000E+00 ;7.3259ltE+0' 6.lt2937E+02 It.26600E-01 6.24006E+02 
6.00000E+OO 7.33lt63E+02 6.41~60E+02 It.2!1992E-01 6.23996E+02 
7.00000E+00 7.31tl26E+02 6.ltOlt90E+02 It.22074E-01 6.23989E+02 
6.00000E+00 7.34636E+02 6.39661E+02 It.20620E-01 6.2398ltE+02 
9.00000E+00 7.35031E+02 6.39017E+02 It.19506E-01 6.23979E+02 
1.00000.:+01 7.35338E+02 6.38518E+02 It.186It7E-01 6.23976E+02 
1.10000E+Ol 7.35576E+02 6.38130E+02 It .17981E-01 6.2397ltE+02 
1.20000E+Ol 7.35760E+02 6.37628E+02 It.1746ltE-01 6.23972E+02 
1.30000E+01 7.35903E+02 6.37594E+02 It.l7062E-Ol 6.23970E+02 
1.ltOOOOE+Ol 7.3601H+02 6.37412E+02 It.16749E-Ol 6.23969E+02 
1.501J00E+01 7.36101E+02 6.37271E+02 Itol6505E-01 6.23968E+02 
1.60000E+01 7.36169E+02 6.37160E+02 I, .16316E-01 6.23967E+02 
1.70000E+01 7.36221E+02 6.37074E+02 It. 16168E-01 6.23967E+02 
1.600001:+01 7.36262E+02 6.37008E+02 It.16052E-01 6.23966E+02 
J..90vOOE+01 7.36293E+02 6.36956E+02 4.15962E-01 6.23966E+02 
2.00000E+01 7.36318E+02 6.36915E+"2 It.15691E-01 6.23966E+02 
2.10000E+01 7.36337E+02 6.36883E+02 It.15837E-01 6.23966E+02 
2.20000E+01 7.3b352E+02 6.36859E+02 4.15794E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.30000E+01 7.3b3bltE+02 6.36e39E+02 It.1S760E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.ltOOOOE+01 7.3b373E+02 6.36824E+02 It.15734E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.~0000E+01 7.36360E+02 6.36613E+02 It.15714E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.60000E+01 7.36385':+02 6.3680ltE+02 It.15698E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.70000E+01 7.36390E+02 6.36797E+02 It .15685E-01 6.23965E+02 
Z.60000E+01 7.36393E+02 6.36791E+02 4.15675E-01 6.23965E+02 
2.90000E+01 7.36396E+02 6.36787E+02 4.15668E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.000001:+01 7.3b398E+02 6.36783E+02 4.15662E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.10000E+01 7.36399E+02 6.36781E+02 4.1~657E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.20000E+01 7.36ltOOE+02 6.36779E+02 4.15651tE-01 6.23965E+02 
3.30000E+01 7.36401E+02 6.36777E+02 It.15651E ... 01 6.23965E+02 
3.ltOOOOE+01 7.364021:+02 6.36776E+02 4.15649E-Ol 6.23965E+02 
3.50000E+01 7.36403E+02 6.36775E+02 It.156lt7E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.60000E+01 7.36403E+02 6.367741:+02 4.15645E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.700001:+01 7.36 401tE+ 02 6.36773E+02 I, .1564ltE-01 6.23965E+02 
3.60000E+01 7.3bltOItE+02 6.36773E+02 4.156lt4E-01 6.23965E+02 
3.90000E+0J. 7.36401tE+02 6.36772E+02 4.156lt3E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.00(;00E+01 7.36404E+02 6.3b772E+02 It.15642E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.10UOOI:+01 7.36401tE+02 6.36772E+02 4.15642E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.20000E+01 7.36405E+02 6.3b772E+02 4.15642E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.3uuOOd01 7.3640,E+02 6.3tl772E+02 4.156ItlE-01 6.23965E+02 
4.40UuOE+01 7.36405E+02 6.36772E+02 4.15641E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.;')000E+01 7.36lt05E+02 6.36771E+02 4.15641E-01 6.23965E+02 
'1.600001:+01 7.36405E+02 6.36771E+02 4.15641E-01 6.239t:5E+02 
4.7liOOOE+01 7.36405E+02 6.36771E+02 4.15641E-01 6.23965E+02 
4.60000c+01 7.36'105E+02 6.36771':+02 4.15641E-0l 6.23965E+02 
4.90000E+01 7.36'105E+02 b.36771E+02 4.15641E-01 6.23965E+02 
5.00000E+01 7.3b'l05E+02 6.3tl771E+02 4.15641E-01 6.23965E+02 



APPENDIX E 

RESULTS FOR THE SUPERHEATER 

A glossary of variable names and units may be found in Hetrick 

and Sowers (1978). The following variables are used in the sample out

put: 

TSC = the temperature at node SC (superheater exit) 

HSC = the enthalpy at node SC 

CPS = the stearn specific heat in region SA 

VSC = the specific volume of superheated stearn at node SC 

An artificial transient was introduced by decreasing the flow 

rate. The driving equation is given by 

WI = WIO(l.O-O.002exp(T)) 
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SUPERHEATER - TABULAR VALUES 

TiME TSC HSC CPS VSC 
J. 9.0b529E+02 1.43165E+03 9.67883E-01 4.80425E-01 
1.00000E-01 9.06529E+02 1.43165E+03 9.67&83E-01 4.80424E-01 
2.00000E-01 9.00528E+02 1.43165E+03 9.67884E-01 4.80424E-01 
:;.OOOOOE-Ol 9.06527E+02 1.43165E+03 9.67886E-01 4.80423E-01 
".01>000c-01 9.06525E+02 1.43164E+03 9.67887E-01 4.80423E-01 
5.00COOE-01 9.06523E+02 1.431b4E+03 9.67890E-01 4.80422E-01 
6.000001:-01 9.065-'1E+02 1.43J.64E+03 9.67892E-01 4.80421E-01 
7.000001:-01 9.06519E+02 1.43164E+03 9.67895E-01 4.80419E-01 
8.00000E-01 9.06516E+02 1.431b4E+03 9.67899E-01 4.80H8E-01 
9.00000ti-01 9.06513E+02 1.43104E+03 9.67902E-01 4.80417E-01 
1.vOOOOE+00 9.0b509E+02 1.43163E+03 9.67907E-01 4.80415E-01 
1010000':+00 9.06505E+02 1.43163E+03 9.67911E-01 4.80413E-01 
1.Z000u£:+ilO 9.06501E+v2 1.43163E+03 9.67917E-01 4.80411E-01 
1.30000E+00 9.06496E+02 1.43163E+03 9.67922E-01 4.80409E-01 
1.40000E+00 9.06491E+02 1.43162E+03 9.67929E-01 4.80406E-01 
1.50,)001::+00 9.0b4b5E+02 1.43162E+03 9.67936E-01 4.80403E-01 
1.600001:+00 9.06479£:+02 1.43162E+03 9.67943E-01 4.804COE-01 
1.70000f+00 9.0647 2E+ 02 1.431b1E+03 9.67952E-01 4.80397E-01 
.I..&OOOOE+ilO 9.00464E+02 1.43161E+03 9.67961E-01 4.80393E-01 
1.90000E+00 9.06450E+02 1.43160E+03 9.07972E-01 4.80389E-01 
2.0vOOOE+00 9.06446E+02 1.43160E+03 9.67983E-01 4.80384E-01 
2.1000uf+00 9.06436E+02 1. "3159E+03 9.67996E-01 4.80379E-01 
2.20000f+00 9.0b424E+02 1.43158E+03 9.68010E-01 4.80373E-01 
2.30000E+OO 9.06412E+02 1.43157E+03 9.68025E-01 4.80367E-01 
2.40000E+00 9.00398E+02 1.43157E+03 9.b6042E-01 4.803bOE-01 
2.:10000E+uO 9.00382E+02 1.43156E+03 9.66061E-01 4.80353E-01 
2.00000E+00 9.06305E+02 1.43155E+03 9.68081E-01 4.80345E-01 
2.7uOOOE+00 9.0b347E+02 1.43154E+03 9.68104E-01 4.80335E-01 
2.80000E+00 9.06320E+02 1.43152E+03 9.08129E-01 4.80325E-01 
2.90VOOC+00 9.06303E+02 1.43151E+03 9.08157E-01 4.80314E-01 
.3 .000001:+00 9.06278E+02 1.43149c+03 9.68188E-01 4.80302E-01 
3.10uOOE+00 9.06250E+02 1.43148E+03 9.b8222E-01 4.80288E-01 
3.200001:+00 9.06219E+02 1.43146E+03 9.68260E-01 4.80273E-01 
3030000E+00 9.06185E+02 1.43144E+03 9.68301E-01 4.80256E-01 
3.'t000u.:+00 9.06141E+02 1.43141E+03 9.68347E-01 4.80238E-01 
3.50IJvu£:+vO 9.00105E+02 1.43139E.·03 9.68398E-01 4.80217E-01 
3.60000E+00 9.06058E+02 1.4313oE·~03 9.68455E-01 4.60194E-01 
.3.7000uE+Ov 9.06007E+02 1.43133E+03 9.68517E-01 4.80169E-01 
3.&0000':+00 9.05950E+02 1.43129E+03 9.68587E-01 4.80141E-01 
3.90000E+Ov 9.05887E+02 1.43125E+03 9.b86b3E-01 4.80111E-01 
4.00000E+00 9.05817E+02 1.43121c+03 9.681lt9E-01 4.80076E-01 
4.10000E+00 9.05739E+02 1.43116E+03 9.bB843E-01 4.80038E-01 
4.20000E+00 9.05653E+02 1.43111E+03 9.6&948E-01 4.79996E-01 
4.30000E+00 9.05558E+02 1.43105E+03 9.690b5E-01 4.79950E-01 
4.40000E+00 9.05452E+02 1.43099E+03 9.69195E-01 4.79898E-01 
4.50000E+00 9.05334E+02 1.43091E+03 9.69339E-01 4.79840E-01 
4.000001:+00 9.05202E+02 1.lt30b3E+03 9.69500E-01 4.79716E-01 
It.70000E+00 9.05056E+02 1.43075E+03 9.b9679E-01 It.79704E-01 
4.&OOOOti+00 9.04893E+02 1.43065E+03 9.698791:-01 4.79625E-01 
4.90000E+Oil 9. v4711E+02 1.43053E+03 9.70102E-01 4.79536E-01 
5.00000E+00 9.04508E+02 1.lt3041E+03 9.70352E-01 4.79436E-01 
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SUPERHEATER - EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS 

TIME TSC rise cps VSC 
O. 9.171,OE+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 b.lOB31E-01 't.63Z60E-01 
1.000OOE-Ol 9.17150E+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 b.l0631E-01 't.63Z60E-01 
Z.OOOOOE-Ol 9.17l't6E+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 b.10631E-01 't.63Z60E-01 
3.IJOOOOE-Ol 9.l7l't7E:+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 b.l083lE-01 't.63279E-01 
't.OOOQOE-Ol 9.l71't,E+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 6.l063lE-01 't.63276E-01 
;. OOOOOE- 01 9.17l't3E+02 1.'tZ't39E+03 6.10831E-01 't.tl3277E-01 
6.000UOE-Ol 9.17l'tlE+OZ 1.'tZ't39E+03 6.10632E-Ol 't.6327bE-01 
7.00000E-01 9.17136E+02 1.'t2't36E+03 6.l083ZE-01 't.83Z75E-01 
B.OOOOOE-Ol 9.1713SE+OZ 1.4Z't36E+03 b.l083ZE-01 't.63274E-01 
9.00000E-01 9.1713ZE+OZ 1.42't36E+03 l:I.l0633E-0l 't.6327ZE-01 
I.OOOOOE+OO 9.17129E+OZ 1.'tZ't38E+03 6.10833E-01 4.63270E-Ol 
1.10000E+00 9.1712SE+02 1.'tZ438E+03 b.1083'tE-01 4.B3Zt9E-01 
1.ZOOOOE:+00 9.l71Z0E+OZ 1.4Z't37E+03 6.10834E-01 4.83Z67E-Ol 
1.30UOOHOO 9017115E+OZ 1.'tZ437E+03 6.10&3SE-0l 't.83Z6'tE-01 
1.40.:l00E+00 9017110E+OZ 1.4Z't37E+03 6.10836E-01 't.83Z6ZE-01 
1.50000E+00 9.17104E+02 1.'tZ436E+03 6.10837E-01 4.632S9E-C1 
1.60000E+00 9.17097E+OZ 1.'t2't36E+03 6 • .1C·8 38E-01 4.83ZS6E-01 
.1.700001:+00 9017090E+OZ 1.'tZ't36E+03 6.10839E-01 't.83ZS3E-01 
1.80IJOuE+00 Ciol708ZE+OZ 1.'tZ43SE+03 6.l(i840E-01 't.83Z49E-01 
1.90000E+00 9.17073E+02 1.'tZ't3'tE+03 6.1 Otl'tl E-O 1 4.832't5E-01 
2.00000E+00 9.170b3E+OZ 1.'tZ't3't£+03 6.1084ZE-01 4.83Z40E-01 
Z .10000E+00 9.17053E+OZ 1.42't33E+03 6.108't'tE-01 't.63Z35E-01 
Z.ZOOOOE+QO 9.170'tlE+02 1.'tZ433E+03 6.106't~E-01 4.63230E-Ol 
Z.30000E+00 9.17026E+02 1.4Z't32E+03 6.108't7E-01 't.632Z3E-01 
z.40000E+OJ 9.17013E+OZ 1.'t2't31E+03 6.10849E-01 4.83Z17E-Ol 
2.;0000E+00 9.16997E+02 1.'tZ430E+03 6.10fl5lE-01 't.83209E-01 
2.60000E+00 9.1b960E+OZ 1.4Z't29E+03 6.10653E-01 't.83Z01E-01 
2.70000E+00 9.16960E+OZ 1.'tZ4Z6E+03 6.108S6E-01 't.8319ZE-01 
Z.80000E+00 9.1b938E+OZ 1. 'tZ4Z6E+03 6.10659E-01 4 .B31 BZE-01 
2.90000E+00 9.16915E+OZ 1.'t2'tZSE+03 6.10862E-Ol 4.8317lE-01 
3.uIJOUOE+1l0 9.l68BBE+OZ 1.'tZ'tZ3E+03 6.10666E-01 4.83159E-Ol 
3.10000E+00 9 • .16ci59E+02 1.'t2'tZ2E+03 6.10670E-01 4.83145E-Ol 
3.Z0000.:+00 9.l6BZ7E+OZ 1.'tZ'tZOE+03 6.108 HE-Ol 't.83130E-01 
30;10000E+00 9ol679ZE+OZ 1.'tZ417E+03 6.108.79E-01 't.83114E-01 
3.'tOOOOE+00 9.1b7:;ZE+OZ 1.4Z'tl5E+03 6.10884E-01 4.83095E-Ol 
3.50000E+00 Ci.16709t:+OZ 1.'tZ41ZE+03 6.10890E-01 4.6307SE-01 
3.o000liE+00 9.l6660E+OZ 1.4Z410E+03 6.10897E-01 4.63053E-0l 
3.70000E+1l0 9.16607E+OZ 1.4Z406E+C3 6.10904E-01 4.630Z8E-01 
3.S0JOut+00 9.I6546E+OZ 1.4Z403E+03 6.109lZE-01 4.83000E-OI 
3.90000E+OQ; 9.16't6ZE+OZ 1.4Z399E+03 6.109Z1E-OI 4.6Z970E-OI 
4.000001:+00 9ol6'tlOE+OZ 1.4<:H4E+03 6.10931E-01 4.8Z936E-Ol 
4.10000E+00 9.16~29E+OZ 1.4Z3691:+03 6.10942E-01 4.6Z696E-Ol 
4.Z0000E+00 9.16Z39E+OZ 1.423B4E+03 6.10955E-Ol 4.6Z657E-01 
'10300001:+00 9.16140E+02 1.4Z376E+03 6.10969E-Ol 't.8Z610E-01 
4.40"00E+00 9.160Z9E+OZ 1.'tZ371E+03 6.10964E-OI 4.62759E-Ol 
't.SOOOOE+OO 9.15906E+OZ 1.'tZ364E+03 6.1100lE-01 't.6Z70ZE-01 
4.60000':+00 9.15770E+02 1.42356E+03 6.110Z0E-01 4.8Z636E-Ol 
't.70000E+00 9.156I7E+OZ 1.4Z346E+03 6. 110'tZE-01 4.62567E-Ol 
4.Il"OOOE+00 9.l5't't7E+OZ 1.'tZ336E+03 6.ll066E-01 4.62't66E-01 
4dIlOJOE+00 9.ISZ;6E+OZ 1.4Z3Z5E+03 6.11 09 3E-Ol 4.62400E-Ol 
5.00000E+00 9.150't5E+OZ 1.4Z31ZE+03 6.111Z3E-Ol 't.6Z3CIE-01 
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